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Let © be a 2nd countable locally compact, noncompact Abelian 
group, and let Xt be an infinitely divisible process (henceforth called 
an i.d. process) with stationary increments taking values in ®. The 
transition functions Pl(x, dy) of such a process have the Feller prop
erty, so via a fundamental theorem in the theory of Markov processes 
(see [ l , p. 44 ff.]) there is a realization of the process as a standard 
Markov process. Henceforth we shall assume that Xt is this version 
of the process. A point # £ ® is called possible if for each neighborhood 
N of 0 there is a *>0 such that P<(0, N+x) > 0 . The set 2 of all pos
sible points is a closed subsemigroup of ©. Except when discussing 
the renewal theorem we will always assume that 2 = ®. The process 
is called recurrent if f^P^x, A)dt = oo for all nonempty open sets A 
and all points x. Otherwise the process is called transient. In that case 
foP'Çx, A)dt< oo for all compact sets A and all points x. A transient 
process is called strongly transient if fodtf"P8(x} A)ds< oo for all com
pact sets A and all points x. Otherwise the transient process is called 
weakly transient. In that case fodtf?P*(x, A)ds— oo for all nonempty 
open sets A and all points x. L e t / ^ 0 be a continuous function with 
compact support having integral 1, and set r(t) =f?P8f(0)ds. Then a 
transient process is strongly transient if and only if fof(t)dt< oo. A 
process is called nonsingular if for some t>0 the distribution of Xt 

has a nonsingular component relative to Haar measure on ®. 
Very briefly, our purpose is to show that results in [3] and [4] for 

random walks on ® go over to i.d. processes on ®, and this we do 
rather completely. These results are new even for i.d. processes on 
Euclidean spaces. Space does not permit a detailed description of all 
these results (much less their proofs) so we will only sketch what has 
been done. We point out here, however, that although most of the 
results on random walks have their counterpart for i.d. processes, the 
proofs of these results in many cases require significant new ideas. 
Some of these ideas involve indirect reductions to the discrete time 
case. 

Let B be a relatively compact set, and let Ts^ini {t>0: XtÇzB} 
denote the first hitting time of B. We show that a theory of X-capaci-
ties can be developed for any i.d. process. If the X-capacity &(B) = 0 
for one X>0, then this is true for all X>0, and then PX(TB< oo) = 0 
a.e. On the other hand, if Cx(B)>0 for some X>0, then this is true 
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for all X>0, and then PX(TB< ° ° ) > 0 a.e. (and in the nonsingular 
case for all x). The X-capacity theory is used to give criteria as to 
when certain sets have positive X-capacity. As an example, we show 
that a point has positive X-capacity if and only if the resolvent of the 
process has a bounded, strictly positive density. 

For transient processes we first show that the renewal theorems 
given in §3 of [4] go over nicely to continuous time. However, most 
of our efforts in the transient case concern the asymptotic be
havior, for large t, of the quantities EX\J{XTB)\ t<TB< °° ], 
Ex\f(XRB-); RB >t] (where RB = sup {t^O: XtEB} is the last hit
ting of B) as well as the quantity 

EB(t; A)= f PX(TB g *; X T R E A)dx. 

The results we obtain for these quantities parallel those given in [3 ] 
for random walks. 

Let d denote the collection of all relatively compact sets such that 
Bj£0 and PX(TB=TB) = 1 a.e. In Euclidean space sets with nice 
boundaries such as balls, rectangles etc. are in (X. Of course if 5 G ^ , 
then Cx(B)>0. Let (B* denote the collection of all relatively compact 
sets B such that Cx(B)>0 if the process is nonsingular and let (B* = & 
in the general case. Also let $>* denote the collection of all bounded 
measurable functions with compact support if the process is non-
singular, and let <3>* denote the collection of all continuous functions 
with compact support in the general case. We illustrate our results 
on transient processes with the following examples. 

(A) Let B be any Borel set. Then either (i) PX(TB< oo) 5=1 a.e. x 
(and for all x in the nonsingular case), or (ii) 

lim PX(XS G B for some s ^ /) = 0 a.e. x, 

and in that case there is a unique measure JJLB supported on 5 (that is 
finite if B is relatively compact) such that for any Borel set A, 

f Px(TB < «>)dx = \jiB(dy) I P*(y, A)ds. 
J A J B Jo 

(B) Assume Cx(B)>0. Then for all measurable subsets AC.B, 

lim [EB(t + h;A) - EB(t; A)] = hfiB(A). 
t-+co 

Moreover, if the process is strongly transient then 

EB(t; A) - tfxB(A) Î f PX(TB < «>)PX(XT G A)dx < <», 
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where TB is the quantity TB for the process —X(t). On the other 
hand if the process is weakly transient and nonsingular then 

EB(t\ A) - tns(A) ~ ixB(A)C(B) \ r(s)ds. 
J o 

This result is also valid for general weakly transient processes pro
vided J3£0t and JUB(|CL4| ) = 0 . These results extend those of Spitzer 
[5] and Getoor [2]. _ 

(C) Let 5 £ ( B * and let ƒ£<£*. Assume that for an open set A, "Â 
compact, /oe x 'P ' (0 , A)dt = oo for X>0. Then for BE®* and ƒ £ * * , 

f P'(x, dy)Ey[f(XT);TB< «>]- r(f) fj(y)to(dy), t-+ oo. 
J ® B J B 

(D) Let ƒ be any bounded measurable function having compact 
support and let h be any continuous function having compact sup
port. Then for B relatively compact and CP"(B) è 0 

pj lim ƒ f(y)Ey-xt[h(XTB) \ TB < «>]dy 

=[//H[J>Sf]} = __ .. 1 a.e. x 

(for all x in the nonsingular case). 
In addition to these results we also investigate some problems in 

the potential theory for transient i.d. processes. Among these is the 
problem of finding all nonnegative functions invariant for the process 
killed on B, the Dirichlet problem for By and the Poisson problem. 
This last problem is as follows. Given <j> continuous with compact 
support, find ƒ = 0 such that 

P*f(x) - f{x) 
l i m = <t>(x), x G ®; 
<i o / 

sup sup 
Pftx) ~ ƒ(*) 

< oo. 

For recurrent processes we show that if Cx(B)>0, then in fact 
PX(TB< «0 = 1 a-e- ( a n d for all x in the nonsingular case). We then 
show that if Cx(B)>0 there is a unique probability measure JXB sup
ported on 2? such that EB(t\ A)~iXB(A)EB(ty B), and that if also 
0{D) > 0 then EB(t; B)~ED(t; 25). The measure fiB(A) turns out to 
be the limit a t oo of a smoothed version of the hitting measure. We 
also show that to each compact set B there is associated a unique con
stant k(B), - oo gk(B) < oo such that k(B) > - oo if and only if the 
Green's function GB(X, A) defined by 
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GB(X;A) =EA
 BU(Xt)dt 

J 0 

is locally integrable for all compact sets A. If CX(J5)=0, then k(B) 
= — 00, and for nonsingular processes the converse is true. (This, 
then, constitutes a generalization to recurrent nonsingular i.d. pro
cesses of Kakutani 's test for Brownian motion.) In the general case, 
however, it can happen that \B\ > 0 (SO that Ck(B)>0) but yet 
k(B) = — 00 ! If k(B) > — 00, then we show that the results given on 
the asymptotic behavior of GB(X; A) in [4] for random walks carry 
over in a smoothed version. The sharper, unsmoothed, versions of 
these results for GB(X, A) and the hitting distribution are valid for 
all set in (B*. 

In addition to these results we also show that the recurrent poten
tial theory of functions goes over to the continuous time processes. 
These potential theoretic results are used to find all the nonnegative 
invariant functions of the process killed on B, and all the nonnegative 
solutions of the Poisson problem. Finally, we also investigate the 
asymptotic behavior for large t of Ex \J(XTB) ; TB> t], of Es(t\ A), and 
of EB(t; ~B)—ED(t; D) and here too the results we obtain parallel 
those given in [4] for random walks. As an example of these results 
we mention the following. 

If for some a, 0 ^ a ; < l , and some slowly varying function H(') 
there is a function g such that <^g(0)~(l /X) a iJ( l /X), X | 0, then for 
B, D G B*, 

EB(t;B) - ED(t;D)~ / N / — * — — , *->oo. 
H(tyv(2 - 2a) 

A result of this type was first given by Spitzer [5] for planar Brown
ian motion. However, the results given here are new even for recur
rent stable processes. 
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